Celebrating America
Flag Basket Tote
The most adorable DIY accessory for
summertime living. Tote seasonal
favorites from the field or market to
any social gathering with this
fast & fabulous craft project!

What’s Needed:
Basket Tote
American Flag
Fabric Fusion Sheets- Aleene’s
Tacky Glue- Aleene’s
Sticker Gems- Choose your favorites

8” Non-Stick Scissors- Fiskars
Toothpick

How To Make It:

Select a basket tote and flag. You will find several shapes and sized of totes. Pair the
flag to fit the size and shape of the tote. We used a 6”x 4” flag however, larger ones
can also be used as the above photo shows.
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1-Remove the flag from the pole.
Try removing the staples. If the staples are tight (like
ours was) lightly pull the flag off the pole. This will force
the staples through the flag leaving small holes. Holes
will not be seen after flag is adhered to the tote.
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2- Select an adhesive to adhere the flag to the tote. We like and used the Fabric Fusion
Sheets by Aleene’s.
3- Remove release paper. Attach sheet to back of flag. Piece additional sheets to cover.
4- Turn flag over and trim excess Fabric Fusion from flags ends. Use non-stick scissors.
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5-Remove second piece of release paper from flag. Place flag in the center of the tote.
6- Press down on the center of the flag to endure bond with tote. Before pressing the
corners down apply a coating of Tacky glue to each using a toothpick. Press against tote.
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7. Select sticker gems. We suggest using addition glue to hold the gems permanently.
8. Cut gems apart if stickers are in rows or blocked. Apply glue to the back of each gem.
9. Place gems on the tote. Decorate a little or a lot. Let white glue dry.
Flag Basket Totes make excellent hostess gifts for
summertime gatherings. Place a few personal items,
seasonal fruits or vegetables inside to complete this
handmade thank you.

See More DIY Ideas at bluarlan.com

